2008 ezgo golf cart

The price of a EZGO golf cart varies depending on whether it is an electric cart or a gas cart.
The gas cart is often more expensive than the electric cart. The two golf carts are available in
both gas and electric variants. For private party sales to an individual, the approximate prices
for these carts are given below. The table given below lists EZGO golf cart models that are
available along with some of their features. You can often download the manuals for free as
many times as you wish from these websites in PDF format. There are also some websites from
where you can download the manual for a nominal fee. A wiring diagram of your EZGO golf cart
can help you gain a clear understanding of the connections in your cart. This can vary among
different cart models from the same manufacturer. As far as the EZGO TXT gas golf cart is
concerned, this cart comes with inline fuses that are fitted to the key switch using a small wire.
The following list highlights some common problems encountered by golfers with their EZGO
golf carts. A defective solenoid, a partially depressed accelerator, or a bad charger receptacle
port can also cause this problem. Sometimes, leaving the lights ON for a long time while the
cart is parked can also cause the golf cart to not hold a charge. Some of the most common
causes are loose connections, lesser rating than required, wrong battery connections, a naked
wire, or a faulty relay switch or voltage regulator. However, make sure that it is free of
detergents. Some golfers also add a little friction modifier in their RXV carts. Skip to content
Table of Contents. Continue Reading What is a 9 Degree Driver? A 9 degree driver is a low loft
driver and is most convenient for golfers having fast swing speeds. These drivers create a
positive angle of attack and generate little spin. Continue Reading. Why is my golf cart horn not
working? However, a fault in the wiring can cause a short circuit [â€¦]. Welded steel featuring
DuraShield epoxy coating. Ground clearance at differential. Dash-mounted,
forward-neutral-reverse. Two people Equipped with the provision for adding an extra rear-facing
seat. Three EZGO golf carts using a permanent and approved tow bar. Independent A-arm coil
over the shock. Motion leaf springs featuring hydraulic shock absorbers. Golf Cart. Valera N.
EZGO has produced many different golf cart models over the least 50 or so years. The following
information will give you the best idea of where to find these numbers and how these numbers
work for your cart buying and selling needs. The toughest part about finding a serial number on
your EZGO cart is that the location may change depending on the age and the model of your
cart. Like other manufacturers, EZGO has gone through many different models, each of which
has different elements and design choices. Sometimes, the creators change thing up in subtle
ways that may end up confusing you unnecessarily. Since EZGO is one of the oldest golf cart
producers , this list will be pretty extensive. Thankfully, our research was able to find some
sources that compiled this information down to a basic list. This simple list should give you a
basic idea of where to find most serial numbers on EZGO carts. If you know the model of your
cart, you can check the following locations to find serial numbers. And if you know the model of
your cart, you should find it fairly easy to locate your serial number. There are least different
formats that you must understand if you want to find the year and model of your golf cart using
the serial number. A good serial number is not just a jumble of random numbers and letters with
no meaning: it is a code that tells you just about everything you need to know about a product.
Each of these formats is fairly easy to understand but varies based on the years of production
for the cart. However, we believe that the serial number format is very likely similar to the one
produced for the models. What if the cart was produced in a month with a double-digit, such as
October 10 , November 11 , or December 12? In this format, there would be numbers before the
serial number and the first two would indicate the production month, the second the production
year, and the third and potentially fourth would indicate the number of wheels. Using the
second format, you could know that the first two digits 11 indicated the eleventh month of the
year November. And the next two digits 4 and 4 mean that the cart was four-wheeled. After the X
, the final four digits represent the 3,rd cart produced on that day. During this period of EZGO
cart production, the serial number expanded to include more digits and represents a broader
array of different production facets. It also occurred because the old number was simply not big
enough to contain all of the appropriate information for the cart. It consists of 12 digits, the first
six of which indicate the production time and the second of which represent the production
sequence of that cart off the line. So if the first six digits read , that means the cart was
produced in 93 during April 04 , and on the 28th day of the month After that, the next six digits
are mostly of interest for tracking individual carts and varies depending on how many carts
were produced on that day of that month. This format is a little more confusing because it
consists of a letter, followed by three numbers, a dash, and a six-digit number after the dash.
For example, a serial number of B would indicate a cart that was produced in the second month
of production probably July but could be August based on the year , on the fourth day of month
4 , and in the year A later-month run of this production year could have a serial number that
read K This means that the cart was produced in the eleventh month of that production which

would be April , in spite of the 05 at the end of the number and on the first day of the month. So
the first five digits would have a similar format to that of the second month and include a letter
and FOUR numbers before the dash, instead of three. The differences between the two are
logical: the second and third digits now represent the day of the month while the fourth and fifth
are the year. And a cart produced just the day before would have the serial number A before the
dash. This confusion is something that you can avoid by simply checking the number of digits
after the letter and before the dash. Lastly, the fourth format had a somewhat similar style to the
second and third but with some variations. Like all serial numbers discussed so far, the last six
digits represent the sequence of the cart off the line. As you can see, this format simply places
the letter that represents the month between the production year and the day of the month when
the cart was produced. However, it is also important to emphasize that the letter, again, varies
depending on the production year. That means your cart was produced in 94 , on the second
month of production probably July or August , and on the 22nd day of the month So a serial
number of 96I02 would indicate a cart produced on the second day 02 in February I of the
production run, which would actually be February Instead of indicating everything mentioned
above, the serial number does not contain the year or month when the cart was produced but,
instead, is just tracking its production number. In fact, some cart models mentioned above may
also lack this design, depending on the year and model. Our research found that this five-digit
number includes a zero at the front, two digits for the month, and two for the year. For example,
all EZGO golf carts after have a digit serial number that indicates its sequence off of the
production line, such as or Using the system above, you know that the first zero is a
placeholder, the second two digits 0 and 4 indicate the fourth month of the year April and that
the next two digits 1 and 5 indicate the year of the manufacture. Safety Disclaimer. Privacy
Policy. Skip to main content. Related: used gas golf carts yamaha gas golf cart gas golf cart
used ezgo gas golf cart parts accessories gas golf carts for sale ezgo gas golf cart parts.
Include description. Seat Capacity. Not Specified 1 Items 1. Gas 13 Items E-Z-GO 13 Items New 2
Items 2. Used 11 Items Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings Accepts
Offers 2. Buy It Now Item Location. US Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free International
Shipping. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold
Items. Authenticity Guarantee. More filters Any Condition New Used. Any Free International
Shipping. Gallery View Customize. Not finding what you're looking for? Save ezgo gas golf cart
to get e-mail alerts and updates on your eBay Feed. Buy It Now. Shipping not specified. Results
matching fewer words. Almost gone. Leave feedback about your eBay search experience opens in new window or tab. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts
may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options and costs. Quick
Links Download this manual. Table of Contents. Chapters English 5 Svenska Read and
understand all labels located on the vehicle. Always replace any damaged or missing labels. On
steep hills it is possible for vehicles to coast at greater than normal speeds encountered on a
flat surface. To pre- vent loss of vehicle control and possible serious injury, speeds should be
limited to no more than the maximum speed on level ground. The information contained in this
Manual may be revised periodically by the E-Z-GO Division, and therefore is subject to change
without notice. The Standards and Specifications listed in the following text originate in the USA
unless otherwise indicated. Pay particular attention to all Notes, Cautions and Warnings. Never
modify the vehicle in any way that will alter the weight distribution of the vehicle, decrease its
stability or increase the speed beyond the factory specification. The manufacturer cannot
anticipate all situations, therefore people attempting to maintain or repair the vehicle must have
the skill and experience to recognize and protect themselves from potential situations that
could result in severe personal injury or death and damage to the vehicle. Page 12 Alterations
not approved or tested by E-Z-GO can create unsafe conditions and increase your chance of
having an accident. Alterations not approved or tested by E-Z-GO can create unsafe conditions
and increase your chance of having an accident. Page 13 Read all of this manual to become
thoroughly familiar with this vehicle. NEVER tow other vehicles or equipment. Thank you for
purchasing this vehicle. Page Using The Charger Fig. Vehicle controls and indicators consist of:
1. REPAIR materials will cause corrosion of underbody parts unless flushed occasionally with
plain water. Thoroughly clean any areas where mud or other debris can collect. All four tires
should have the same pressure for optimum Valve Stem Cap handling characteristics. Never
use ropes or chains to tow vehicle s. To reduce the possibility of severe injury or Tow bars are
not intended for highway use. Page Capacities And Replacement Parts Read all of this manual
to become thoroughly familiar with this vehicle. Tool List
ceiling fan with light wiring diagram
firing order 318 dodge engine
car fuse circuit breaker

Qty. The electrolyte in a storage battery is an acid solution which can cause severe burns to
the skin and eyes. Use proper lifting tech- niques when moving them. Performance prob- The
battery charger is designed to fully charge the bat- lems may result in a vehicle that runs slowly
or in a vehi- tery set. Page 61 Read and understand the following warnings before attempt- Read
and understand the following text and warnings before ing to operate the vehicle attempting to
service vehicle: In any product, components will eventually fail to perform properly as the result
of normal use, age, wear or abuse. It is virtually impossible to anticipate all possible component failures or the manner in which each component To prevent personal injury or death,
observe Lyft fordonet enligt tillverkarens anvisningar. Page English Company Registration No.
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